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Log-concavity and Combinatorial Properties of Fibonacci Lattices 
FRANCESCO BRENTI 
We prove that two infinite families of polynomials naturally associated to Fibonacci Lattices 
have only real zeros and give combinatorial interpretations to these polynomials. This, in 
particular, implies the log-concavity of several combinatorial sequences arising from Fibonacci 
Lattices and generalizes a result obtained by R. Stanley. 
1. INTRODUCIlON 
Let P be a finite partially ordered set (or, poset, for short) with a bottom element 
(denoted by 0) and a top element (denoted by 1). For i E N, we let Ci(P) be the number 
of chains of length i from 0 to 1 in P (so that co(P) = 0, Cl(P) = 1) and we define the 
chain polynomial of P by C(P; t) ~f ~i;;'l Ci(P)ti. The polynomial C(P; t) is one of the 
fundamental enumerative invariants of P and has been studied extensively, especially 
in the case that P is a distributive lattice. In fact, the most remarkable open problem in 
this area is probably the following. 
CONJECfURE 1. Let D be a (finite) distributive lattice. Then the polynomial C(D; t) 
has only real zeros; in particular, C(D; t) is log-concave and unimodal. 
This conjecture was first stated (in a different terminology) by J. Neggers in 1978 
(see [12]) and has been further studied in [14], [3] and [22]. The conjecture in its 
present form was first stated in [2], where it is called the 'Distributive Lattice 
Conjecture' (see Conj. 3 in §6.3). The conjecture is known to be true for many general 
classes of distributive lattices, and we refer the reader to [3] and [22] for a complete 
discussion of it. 
In this paper, motivated by the preceding Conjecture, we continue the study of a 
naturally related and more general problem, namely: 'For which posets P does the 
polynomial C(P; t) have only real zeros?' This problem had already been considered in 
[3, §6.3 and Ch. 7], where it is shown that some infinite families of posets arising from 
the enumeration of non-crossing partitions have chain polynomials with only real 
zeros. In this paper we prove an analogous result for Fibonacci Lattices. 
Fibonacci Lattices have been first introduced and studied (in a special case) by 
Stanley in [16] and were later generalized in [18]. Further combinatorial properties of 
them are also developed in [20]. In this paper we prove that, given any element x of a 
Fibonacci Lattice, (defined in the next section) the chain polynomial of the interval 
[0, x] has only real zeros. Our proof relies on the theory of total positivity, and this 
paper may be viewed as another application of this theory to problems involving 
combinatorial inequalities. The theory of total positivity was first applied to com-
binatorial problems in [2] and [3], and we refer the reader to these sources for a 
thorough introduction to the parts of the theory that are most often used in 
combinatorics, as well as for a number of combinatorial applications. 
The organization of the paper is as follows. In the next section we collect the 
definitions, notations and results that will be used in the rest of this work. For 
terminology used but not defined here we will always give a reference to a definition. 
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In Section 3 we derive the main log-concavity properties of Fibonacci Lattices 
(Theorem 8) and some of their consequences. In Section 4 we briefly discuss an 
equivalent formulation of Conjecture 1 (Conjecture 2) and show that the results 
obtained in Section 3 imply the validity of these conjectures for a new class of 
distributive lattices, and posets, respectively. In Section 5 we give combinatorial 
interpretations to the polynomials studied in Theorem 8 of Section 2. As a 
consequence of our main result (Theorem 15) we obtain a generalization (Corollary 4) 
of a result of R. Stanley (Proposition 3.2 in [20]). Finally, in Section 6, we consider 
some open problems suggested by the present work, a conjecture, and a result related 
to some work of Stanley. 
2. NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we collect some definitions, notations and results that will be used in 
f def { } def } the rest 0 the paper. We let P = 1,2,3,... and N = P U {O ; for a EN we let 
[a]~f {1, 2, ... , a} (where [0]~f0). The cardinality of a set A will be denoted by IAI. 
For i1 , • • • , it E P we write {iI' i2, ... , it}< if il < i2 < ... < it. A sequence 
{ao, a., ... , ad} (of real numbers) is called log-concave if a~ ~ ai-lai+l for i = 
1, ... , d - 1, and is said to be unimodal if there exists an index 0 ~ j ~ d such that 
ai ~ ai+l for i = 0, ... , j - 1 and ai ~ ai+ 1 for i = j, ... , d - 1. We say that a 
polynomial ~1=oa/ is log-concave (respectively, unimodal) if the sequence 
{ao, a., ... , ad} has the corresponding property. It is well known (see also the 
comments following Theorem 1, below) that if ~1=oa/ is a polynomial with 
non-negative coefficients and with only real zeros, then the sequence {ao, a., ... , ad} 
is log-concave and unimodal (see, e.g. , [10] or [6, Thm. B, p. 270]). 
We will follow [17, Ch. 3] for posets and lattices notation and terminology. We now 
recall the definition and basic properties of Fibonacci Lattices. Let rEP and let 
A(r) ~f {O, 1,2, ... , r}. We define a poset Fib(r) by taking A(r)* (the set of all finite 
words in A(r» as ground set and letting v cover u if u is obtained from v by changing a 
o in v into a non-zero digit or by deleting the last digit of v if it is non-zero. We define 
a second poset Z(r) by taking the same set of elements as for Fib(r) and letting v cover 
u if u is obtained from v by changing a 0 which is preceded only by other zeros in v into 
a non-zero digit or by deleting the first non-zero digit in v. So, for example, the word 
002012 covers 202012, 022012, 002212, 102012, 012012, 002112, 00201 in Fib(2) and 
covers 202012, 102012, 022012, 012012, 00012 in Z(2). We will denote by ~F 
(respectively ~z) the partial order thus defined on Fib(r) (respectively, Z(r» . Also, if 
x is covered by yin Fib(r) (respectively, Z(r» then we will write x <lFY (respectively, 
x <Jz y). We will omit subscripts if there is no danger of confusion. It is easy to see that 
Fib(r) and Z(r) are (infinite) graded posets with 0 = 0 (the empty word). We will 
denote by PF (respectively pz) the rank function of Fib(r) (respectively Z(r». It is then 
easy to see that, for x EA(r)*, PF(X) = pz(x) = I + m, where I is the length of x and m 
is the multiplicity of 0 in x (i.e. the number of = 0 digits in x). So, for example, 
p(022012) = 6 + 2 = 8. We call Z(r) the Fibonacci r-differential lanice and Fib(r) the 
r-Fibonacci lattice. As the name implies, both Z(r) and Fib(r) are lattices; more 
precisely, we have the following result. 
PROPosmON 1. For rEP, the poset Fib(r) is an (upper) semimodular lanice and the 
poset Z(r) is a modular lattice. 
The proof of Proposition 1 can be easily supplied by the reader for Fib(r), while the 
statement for Z(r) is proved in [18, Prop. 5.4]. 
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We will denote by v F and /\F (respectively, v z and /\z) the join and meet 
operations in Fib(r) (respectively, Z(r». We will again omit the subscripts when there 
is no danger of confusion. Also, for x E A(r)*, we will let 
p¥)~f {y E Fib(r): y ~x}, (I) 
and 
Q¥)~f {y E Z(r): y ~x}. (2) 
In fact, p¥) and Q~r) will be the principal objects of investigation of this paper. From 
Proposition 1, the following properties of p¥) and Q¥) follow easily. 
PRoposmoN 2. For rEP and x E A(r)*, p¥) is an upper-semimodular lattice and 
Q¥) is a modular lattice. 
For a poset P we let I(P) denote the length of the longest chain of P. So, for example, 
I{P¥» = I(Q¥» = p{x), for x E A{r)*. 
We now recall some basic definitions and results from the theory of total positivity 
that will be needed in the proof of the main result of the next section. A sequence of 
(real) numbers {an}neN is called a Polya frequency sequence of infinite order (or, a PF 
sequence, for short) if all the minors of the infinite matrix {aj-i}i.jeN (where ak ~fO if 
k < 0) have non-negative determinant. The connection between PF sequences and 
polynomials with only real zeros lies in the following classical result which was first 
proved by Edrei in [9]. 
THEOREM 1. Let {ao, a1> ... , ad} be a non-negative sequence. Then the polynomial 
!:f=o a/ has only real zeros if and only if the sequence {an}nEN (where an = 0 if n > d) is 
PF. 
The proof of the preceding result is difficult and can be found in [11, p. 412, Thm. 
5.3] (see also [3, Thm. 2.2.4]). The reader should note that the preceding Theorem 
implies Newton's inequalities (see, e.g., [10, p. 104], or [6, p. 270]) for polynomials 
with only real zeros. 
The following lemma follows easily from Thm. 2.2.2 of [3] and its proof is omitted. 
LEMMA 1. Let {an}nEN be a sequence of real numbers and let, for n EN, 
n 
def~ bn = L.J ai' 
i=O 
Then, if {an}neN is a PF sequence, so is {bn}nEN' 
Let t be an indeterminate. For dEN, we denote by Vd the vector space of all 
polynomials in R[t] of degree ~d. Let {Pi(X)}i=O ..... d be an ordered basis of Yd' We will 
denote by PF[Pi{X)] the subset of Vd consisting of all polynomials A{x) = !:f=OaiPi(x) 
such that the sequence {ao, . .. , ad} is PF. In the proof of Theorem 7 we will need the 
following results about PF [('+~-i)] (for more information about the class PF[('+~-i)] 
see [3, Ch. 4]). 
THEOREM 2. Let A{x) be a polynomial in Yd' Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) A(x) E PF[(X+~-i)]; 
(ii) the sequence {A(n)}neN is a PF sequence. 
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THEOREM 3. Let A(t) be a polynomial of degree d such that A(x) E PF[C+~-;)] and 
A(O) = O. Then (x - a)A(x) E PF[C+~!~-;)] for all -1 ~a ~ 1. 
The preceding results first appeared in [3] (see Theorems 4.6.2 and 4.3.1, 
respectively) and we refer the reader to this source for their proofs. 
3. LOG-CONCAVITY PROPERTIES 
For any poset P with (} and i there is a close connection between its chain 
polynomial C(P; t) (defined in Section 1) and its zeta polynomial Z(P; t). This is the 
polynomial defined by 
def~ (t) Z(P; t) = ~ c;(P) i ' (3) 
where C(P; t) = ~;;;'1 c;(P)t; (we refer the reader to [17, §3.11] and [7] for further 
information about the zeta polynomial of a finite poset). 
The main combinatorial property of Z(P; t) is given in the next result. 
THEOREM 4. Let P be a poset with (} and 1. Then, for all n EN, Z(P; n) equals the 
number of multichains of P, from () to 1, of length n. 
The preceding theorem is well known and also easy to prove directly from (3); a 
proof of it can be found, e.g., in [17, Prop. 3.11.1]. There is a third polynomial 
connected with Z(P; t) and C(P; t) which we will consider in this paper. This is the 
polynomial W(P; t) defined by 
1 
W(P; t) ~f 2: w;(P)t;, 
;=0 
where Z(P; t) ~f ~~=o C + ~ - ;)w;(P) and I is the length of the longest chain of P. The 
following result follows easily from the definition of W(P; t) and the Binomial 
Theorem (see, e.g., [17, p. 16]). 
THEOREM 5. Let P be a poset with (} and 1. Then 
~ n W(P;t) 
L.. Z(P; n)t = ( )1+1' 
n;;.O 1- t 
(4) 
as formal power series, where I is the length of the longest chain of P. 
The connection between Z(P; t), C(P; t) and W(P; t) is particularly interesting in 
our case because of the next result which is an immediate consequence of Theorem 
4.6.2 of [3]. 
THEOREM 6. Let P be a poset with (} and i and suppose that the sequence 
{Z(P; n)}nEN is PF. Then the polynomials C(P; t) and W(P; t) have only real zeros. 
We now turn our attention to the posets p~). 
THEOREM 7. Let rEP and let x E Fib(r). Then the sequence {Z(py); n)}nEN is PF. 
PROOF. We proceed by induction on p(x). If p(x) = 0 then x = () and Z(Pl); n) = 1 
for all n E N so that the thesis clearly holds. Let now x = al ... al and let y ~ a2 ... al. 
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Then it follows from [20], Lemma 2.2, that 
{ 
i Z(Pf); i), 
Z(Pt); n) = i:O 
~ «i - 1)r + 1)Z(Pf); i), 
(5) 
if al = 0. 
Therefore, by Lemma 1, the thesis clearly holds if al *0. So, suppose that al = 0. Then 
p(y) = p - 2 and therefore deg(Z(Pf); t» = p - 2. By the induction hypothesis 
{Z(Pf); n)}nEN is a PF sequence. By Theorem 2, this implies that Z(Pf); t) E 
PF[C+~=~-i)]. But, by Theorem 3 it follows that 
(rt - (r - 1»Z(Pf); t) E PF[ C +; = ~ -i) J. 
Hence (again by Theorem 2), the sequence 
{(r(n -1) + 1)Z(Pf); n)}nEN 
is PF and this, by (5) and Lemma 1, implies that {Z(Pt); n)}nEN is a PF sequence, as 
desired. 0 
From Theorems 7 and 6 we immediately deduce the first main result of this paper. 
THEOREM 8. Let rEP and x E Fib(r). Then the polynomials W(Pt); t) and C(Pt); t) 
have only real zeros. In particular, W(Pt); t) and C(Pt); t) are log-concave and 
unimodal. 
Using Theorems 8 and 1 we also obtain the following result. 
THEOREM 9. Let rEP, X E Fib(r), and let Ci be the number of chains of length i from 
o to x in Fib(r). Then, for all i, p ~ 1, we have that 
[
C, Ci+l 
det C':~' c, 
Ci-p Ci-p+l 
... Ci+P ] 




h defO ;1'. ° were Cj = lJ J:!S; . 
Analogously, from Theorems 7 and 4 and the definition of a PF sequence, we obtain 
the 'multi-analogue' of the preceding theorem. 
THEOREM 10. Let rEP, X E Fib(r), and let Zi be the number of multichains of length 
i from 0 to x in Fib(r). Then, for all i, p ~ 1, we have that 
det[Z~' Z~:, ::: Z~~:P'] ~ 0, 
Zi-p Zi-p+l Zi 
(7) 
where Zj ~fO if j:!S; 0. In particular, the sequence {Z;}iEN is log-concave. 
It would be interesting to obtain combinatorial interpretations for the numbers in (6) 
and (7), a problem already raised, in a more general setting, in [3, p. 10]. 
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There is a very close connection between the lattices Fib(r) and Z(r) first pointed 
out in [18] and later deepened in [20]. The following result appears in [20, Thm. 2.4]. 
THEOREM 11. Let rEP and x E A(r)*. Then Z(Pf); t) = Z(QY\ t), as polynomials 
in t. 
The preceding result, together with (3) and (4), clearly implies that C(Pf); t) = 
C(Qf); t) and W(py); t) = W(QY); t). Therefore, Theorems 7-10 are still true if we 
replace 'Fib(r)' with 'Z(r)' and 'Pf)' with 'Qf)' throughout their statements. 
It should be noted that, even though C(QY); t) = C(PY); t) it is not true that the 
posets QY) and Pf), defined in (1) and (2), are always isomorphic as posets. In fact, 
they do not even have the same rank sizes, in general (take, e.g., r = 2 and x = 201). 
4. FIBONACCI POSETS AND THE POSET CONJECTURE 
There is an equivalent way of stating Conjecture 1 in terms of posets instead than in 
terms of distributive lattices. Let P be a finite poset. For n E P we let Q(P; n) be the 
number of order preserving maps from P to a chain with n elements. It is then not hard 
to see (see, e.g., [17, p. 130] or [3, p. 1]) that Q(P; n) is a polynomial function of n of 
degree IFI. This function is called the order polynomial of P, and we refer the reader 
to [17, p. 218], for further information about it. It then follows from well known results 
in the theory of rational generating functions (see, e.g., [17, Cor. 4.3.1]) that there 
exists a polynomial V(P; t) of degree:::::; IFI such that 
V(P; t) n~o Q(P; t)tn = (1 - t)iPl+l (8) 
as formal power series. The equivalent statement of Conjecture 1 is then the following. 
CONJECTURE 2. Let P be a (finite) poset. Then V(P; t) has only real zeros; in 
particular, V(P; t) is log-concave and unimodal. 
Conjecture 2 is a special case of what is known as the 'Poset Conjecture' (sometimes 
also called the 'Neggers-Stanley Conjecture'). A proof of the equivalence of 
Conjectures 1 and 2 can be found in [3] (see Thm. 6.3.1 and Conj. 6). We refer the 
interested reader to [3] (see Chs. 1 and 5), [22] (see Ch. 1), [14] and [19] (see Conj. 2.3) 
for a detailed account of this conjecture and the special cases in which it is known to be 
true. Let us only mention that Conjecture 2 was originally made, although using a 
different terminology, in 1978 (see [12, p. 114]) and that it is still open even for the 
unimodality statement. 
To see the connection between the results obtained in the preceding section and 
Conjecture 2 we need a couple of additional definitions, which will also be needed in 
Section 5. 
We will denote by Kl the infinite poset on the elements av a2, a3, ... and 
bv b2, ... partially ordered so that ai :::::; aj and ai :::::; bj if and only if i :::::; j. The notation 
Kl for this infinite poset is taken from [1(?, p. 226], where this poset was first defined 
and studied. The relation between Kl and Fibonacci lattices lies in the fact that 
J(Kl) = Fib(I), (9) 
(where = denotes isomorphism of graded posets and, for a poset P, J(P) denotes the 
lattice of order ideals of P, (see, e.g., [17, §3.4])) , as can be shown by an easily 
constructed bijection. 
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FIGURE 1. The poset f'tOl. 
A finite poset P is called a Fibonacci poset (sometimes also called a Fibonacci tree, 
see, e.g., [13]) if P is isomorphic to an order ideal of Kt . 
By (9) there is a bijection between elements of Fib(l) and Fibonacci posets. In 
Section 5 it will be useful to have a convenient notation for this bijection. For 
x E Fib(l) we therefore let F;.. be the unique Fibonacci poset such that 
J(F;..) = p~l). (10) 
In other words, F;.. is the poset of join-irreducible elements of p~l). The poset FtOI is 
shown in Figure l. 
We can now state and prove the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 12. Let P be a Fibonacci poset. Then Conjecture 2 holds for P. 
PROOF. Let x E Fib(l) be such that P = F;... It is well known (see [17, §3.11]) that, 
for any poset P, Q(P; t) = Z(J(P); t). Therefore, in our case, we obtain that, by (10), 
Q(F;..; t) = Z(J(F;..); t) = Z(p~l); t). 
Therefore, by (4) and (8), we have that V(F;..; t) = W(p~l); t) and the thesis now follows 
from Theorem 6. D 
Therefore Theorem 8, in the case that r = 1, gives yet another (new) class of posets 
for which Conjecture 2 is known to be true. 
5. COMBINATORIAL PROPERTIES 
Since the coefficients of polynomials with only real zeros satisfy many inequalities 
among them (see, e.g., Theorem 1) it is very natural to look for combinatorial 
interpretations of the coefficients of the polynomials considered in Theorem 8. Since 
the coefficients of the polynomials C(py->; t) are combinatorially defined, in this section 
we give a combinatorial interpretation to the coefficients of the polynomials W(py); t). 
As a consequence of our main result (Theorem 15) we will obtain a generalization 
(Corollary 4) of a result of R. Stanley (Prop. 3.2 of [20]). 
We begin with the following elementary result, the easy proof of which is omitted. 
Note that throughout this section we will view A(r) as a subset of Fib(r), with the 
operations"" and v inherited from Fib(r). 
PROPOSITION 3. Let rEP and x ~f Xl' .. Xn, Y ~f YI ..• Ym E Fib(r). Then: 
(i) x ""Y if and only if n ~ m and Xi ""Yi (in A(r» for i = 1, ... ,n; 
(ii) x v Y = (Xl V YI)(X2 v Y2) ... (xn v Yn)Yn+1 ... Ym if n ~ m (and analogously if n ~ 
m). 
Now let rEP and Z ~f Zl ..• ZN be an element of Fib(r), which will remain fixed 
throughout this section. For an element Y = YI ... Yn E Fib(r) we let 
S(y) ~f {i E [n]: Yi = O}. 
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For the rest of this section we will assume that r ;;;. 2, unless otherwise explicitly stated. 
It will be seen later that this restriction is immaterial. 
To obtain the combinatorial interpretation of the polynomials w(p~r); t) considered 
in Section 3 we will use a construction due to Stanley (see, e.g., [15, §2], [1, Ex. 2.5] or 
[17, Ex. 3.13.5]). This requires, in the first place, the construction of an order 
preserving labeling of the join irreducible elements of py-). Recall that an element x of 
a poset P is join-irreducible if and only if x covers exactly one element of P. Our first 
result determines all the join-irreducible elements of py-). 
PROPOSITION 4. Let r;;;' 2 and Y ~f Yl ... Ym E py-). Then Y is join-irreducible iff Yi =1= 0 
for i = 1, ... , m (i.e. if and only if S(y) = 0). 
PROOF. Suppose first that Yi =1= 0 for i = 1, ... ,m. Then, by definition, the only 
element covered by Y is Yl ... Ym-l and so Y is join-irreducible. 
Conversely, suppose that Y is join-irreducible and that there exists i E [m] such that 
Yi = O. Then the elements Yl ... Yi-dYi+l ... Ym' for j = 1, ... ,r, are all distinct and 
covered by y, and this contradicts the join-irreducibility of y. Hence Yi =1= 0 for 
i = 1, ... , m, as desired. D 
Note that the above proposition fails if r = 1 since, for example, 1110 is join-
irreducible in Fib(I). 
We will denote by IY-) the set of join-irreducible elements of py-). To totally order IY-) 
we first totally order all the join-irreducible elements of Fib(r) lexicographically. More 
precisely, we say that ll'l'" ll't lexicographically precedes Pl'" Ps (denoted 
ll'l ... ll't <L13l .. 'Pel) if and only if either t < s, or t = sand ll'i < Pi (as positive 
integers) where i"; min{j E [s]: ll'j =1= pj }. So, for example, for r = 3, we have that 
1 <L2<L3 <L 11 <L 12<L 13 <L21 <L22<L23 <L31 <L32<L33 <L 111 <L112<L···· 
We can now define a labeling w: IY-)~ [1/~r)l] by 
w(y)~fl{x E/Y-):X"-f.;LY}I. (11) 
The property of w which we need is the following. 
PROPOSITION 5. The map w: IY-)~ [I/Y-)I] defined by (11) is order-preserving (i.e. if 
x ""'Y then w(x) "-f.; w(y». 
PROOF. Let x = Xl' .. Xt , Y = Yl ... Ys ElY-) and suppose that x ""'y, x =1= y. Then 
t "-f.; s and Xi"'" Yi for i E [t]. Now, since Y E IY-), we have that Yi "'" 0 for i E [s]. Hence 
Xi = Yi for i E [t]. Since x =1= Y this implies that t < s and therefore that x <LY' Hence, by 
(11), w(x) < w(y), as desired. D 
The second step of the construction is to use w to label the cover relations of p~r) as 
follows. Let x, Y E py-), x <J y, then we let 
IY-)(x, y)~fmin{ll' E IY-): x v ll' = Y}, ),(x, y)~f w(/~r)(x, Y», (12) 
(where the minimum is with respect to the lexicographic order). Note that IY-)(x, y) is 
always defined since py-) is an upper semimodular lattice. For a saturated chain 
xo<lx1<J·· ·<Jxn in py-) we also let 
),(xo, Xl, ... , Xn)~f(),(Xo, Xl)' ),(Xl' X2),···, ),(Xn-b Xn». 
We can now state the first main result of this section. Recall that, given a sequence 
X~f(Xb' .. , Xm) E zm, the descent set of X is the set D(X)~f {i E [m -1]: Xi >Xi+l}' 
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THEOREM 13. Let r ~ 2 and Z E Fib(r). Then 
W(PY-); t) = L: t ID (A(xo.x" ... • xm )I+1 
O=XO<lxI <l ... <lxm =z 
where m = p(z) and the sum is over all maximal chains from 0 to z in Fib(r). 
PROOF. It is known (see, e.g., [17, Ch. 3, Ex. 67(b)]) that for any graded poset P 
with 0 and 1, of rank m, we have that 
'" Z(p. n)t" = ~Sc[m-l] f3(P, S)t ISI +1 (13) 
"';-0' (1 - tr+ 1 
(as formal power series in C[[t]]) where Z(P; t) is the zeta polynomial of P and where 
f3(P, S) are integers depending only on P and S (see, e.g., [17, §3.12], for the 
definition of the numbers f3(P, S». So, for PY-), we have, from (4) and (13), that 
w(p~r); t) = L: f3(PY-); S)t ISI +1. 
S~[m-11 
Now, by Propositions 2 and 5 and by Prop. 2.2 of [15], w is an admissible labeling of 
py-) (see [15, §2] for the definition of an admissible labeling), and the conclusion then 
follows from Theorem 3.1 of [15] and our definition of the labeling A. 0 
The combinatorial interpretation of the polynomial W(PY-); t) given by the preceding 
theorem is not completely satisfactory because the labelings wand A may not be easy 
to compute. However, as we will now show, it is possible to obtain a more explicit 
combinatorial interpretation of W(PY-); t). To do this it is useful to introduce a new 
statistic on the elements of Fib(r). For a~f a1 ... at E Fib(r) we let 
O(a)~f L: i, 
ieS(a) 
and call O(a) the order of a. So, for example, 0(10231011) = 2 + 6 = 8. Note that 
O(a) = 0 if and only if a is join-irreducible and that, by Proposition 3, if x, Y E Fib(r) 
and x ~ y, then O(x) ~ O(y). For x, y E Fib(r) we also let L1(x, y) ~f O(y) - O(x). A 
useful property of the L1 function is given in the next result, the easy verification of 
which is omitted. 
LEMMA 2. Let rEP and X~fX1·· ·Xm, y~fY1··· Y .. EFib(r). Suppose that x<ly, 
and that L1(x, y) > O. Then Xk * 0 and Yk = 0, where k ~f L1(x, y). 
We also define a map q;: A(r)-+ A(r) by 
q;(a) ~f{a, 
1, 
if a *0, 
if a = 0, 
(14) 
for a E A(r). For y ~f Y1 ... Ym E py-) we let q;(y) ~f q;(Y1) ... q;(Ym). Note that this 
defines a map q;: PY-)-+lY-). 
We can now give an explicit description of the element a ElY-) which, given x<ly, 
has the property that A(X, y) = w(a). 
2 def def () d PRoposmoN 6. Let r ~ , x = Xl· .. Xm, Y = Y1 ... y" E P: an suppose that x<Jy. 
Then 
I (r)( ) = {q;(y), z X, y q;(X1· .. xk-1)a, 
if L1(x, y) = 0, 
if L1(x, y) > 0, 
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ifxk = 1, 
otherwise. 
PROOF. Suppose first that L1(x, y) = O. Then n = m + 1 and y =XI .•. xmi for some 
i =1= O. Now, it is clear that cp(y) E r;) and that x v cp(y) = y. So let Y = YI ..• Yt E Ie;) be 
such that x v Y = y. Then t = m + 1 and 
Xl'" Xmi = Y =x v Y = (Xl V YI)'" (Xm v Ym)Ym+l' 
Therefore, Ym+l = i and Xj v Yj =Xj for j E [mJ. This implies that Xj = Yj if j II Sex). 
Therefore, by (14), 
if j E Sex), 
if j It Sex). 
Hence cp(Xj):';;;; Yj (as integers) for j E [m]. Since Ym+l = i this shows that 
<P(Xl) ... <p(xm)<p(i):';;;;L Yl ... Ym+l and hence that CP(Y):';;;;L y, as desired. 
Suppose now that L1(x, y) > O. Then n = m and y = Xl' .. Xk-IOXk+1 ... Xm, where 
k = L1(x, y) and Xk =1= O. It is again clear that then CP(Xl'" xk-l)a E Ie;) and X v 
(CP(XI ... xk-l)a) = y. So let Y = Yl ... Yt E r;> be such that X v Y = y. Now, if 
t ~ k + 1, then clearly <P(Xl'" xk-l)a:';;;;L Yl ... Yt = y, as desired. So suppose that 
t:,;;;;k. Then 
Since Xk =1= 0 we must have that t = k and Xi = Xi V Yi' for i E [k - 1]. Hence we conclude 
that Xj = Yj' if j It Sex) n [k - 1], and Yk =l=Xk' Therefore, by (14), 
if j E Sex), 
if j II Sex) n [k - IJ. 
Hence cp(Xj):';;;; Yj (as integers), for j E [k -1]. Since Yk =1= O,Xk we conclude that 
<P(Xl) ... CP(xk-l)a:';;;;L Yl ... Yk, and hence that <P(XI ... xk-l)a:';;;;L y, as desired. 0 
An immediate consequence of the preceding proposition is the following. 
COROLLARY 1. Let r ~ 2, x, Y E pe;>, and suppose that x<ly. Then 
I(Ie;)(x, y»:,;;;; ley). 
We can now prove the following result which will be the key step in the proof of the 
main result of this section. 
PROPOsmON 7. Let r ~ 2, a, p, Y E pe;>, with a<lp<ly, and A be the labeling defined 
by (12). Then A(P, Y)<A(a,p) if and only if L1(P, y»O and either one of the 
following (mutually exclusive) conditions is satisfied: 
(i) L1(P, y) < L1(a, P); 
(ii) L1(a, P) = 0 and L1(p, y) < ley); 
(iii) L1(a, P) = 0, L1(P, y) = ley), and the last letter of P is =1= 1. 
PROOF. Note that A(P, Y)<A(a, P) if and only if Ie;>(a, p»LIe;)(p, y). There are 
essentially three cases to consider. Suppose first that L1(P, y) = O. Then, 1(P) = l(y)-1. 
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Hence by Proposition 6 and Corollary 1, l(t;)(P, y»=/(cp(y»=/(y»/(P)~ 
1(I~r)(a, P», and therefore I~r)(a, P) <L I<;)(P, y), in this case. Suppose now that 
.1(P, y) > ° and that L1( a, P) > 0. Then, by Proposition 6, 
1(I~r)( a, P» = .1( a, P), (15) 
and 
I(I<;)(P, y» = .1(P, y). (16) 
Furthermore, we claim that .1(a, P) =1= L1(P, y). In fact, if .1(a, P) = L1(P, y) = k, then 
applying Lemma 2 twice (with x = a, y = p, and with x = P, y = y) we obtain a 
contradiction. Therefore 1(/<;)( a, P» =1= I(/<;)(P, y», and hence 1<;)( a, P) > L I~r)(p, y) if 
and only if 1(I<;)(a, P» > I(/<;)(P, y» which, by (15) and (16), is the desired result. 
Finally, suppose that .1(a, P) = ° and .1(P, y) > 0. Then, by Proposition 6 and 
Corollary 1, 
1(I<;)(a, P» = I(P) = I(y) ~ I(I<;)(P, y» = Ll(P, y). (17) 
Furthermore, by Lemma 2, equality holds in (17) if and only if P = cri and y = aD for 
some i =1= 0; but, in this case, Proposition 6 implies that 1<;)( a, P) > L I~r)(p, y) if and 
only if i =1= 1, and the proof follows. 0 
We can now obtain an explicit combinatorial interpretation of W(P<;); t). For 
a E A(r) we let 
_def{O, 
a= 1, 
For any x ~f Xl' •• Xm E A(r)* we then let 
if a = 0, 
otherwise. 
_ def _ _ 
X = Xl" ·Xm • 
The next result is an easy verification. 
(18) 
PROPosmON 8. Let rEP and x, y E Fib(r); then X ""'y implies i ""'Y. Furthermore, 
p(x) = p(i) and O(x) = O(i) for all X E Fib(r). 
We define a map 
4>: M(P<;»~M(P~I» X [r]S(z), 
(where, for a poset P, M(P) denotes the set of all maximal chains of P) as follows. Let 
x ~f (0 = Xo <JXI <J ••• <Jxm = z) be a maximal chain of P<;) and let Xi ~f Xi.! •.• Xi.li' for 
i = 1, ... , m. We then let 
4>(x) ~f (i,f), (19) 
where i~f (0 = io<lil <l ... <Jim = i), and f: S(z)~ [r] is defined by letting 
f( .)def ] = xii (20) 
and where i~fmax{k:xki=l=O} (note that {k:Xki=l=O}=I=0 since jES(Z». So, for 
example, if r = 2, then the image under 4> of the maximal chain 6 < 2 < 21 < 01 < 
00 < 002 = z is the pair (0 < 1 < 11 < 01 < 00 < 001 = i, f), where f(l) = 2 and f(2) = 1. 
It is easy to see that the map 4> just defined is a bijection. 
We can now prove the main result of this section. Recall that a linear extension of a 
poset P is an order-preserving bijection a: p~ [IPI] (see, e.g. , [17, p. 110], for further 
details), and that we denote by at> b l , a2, b2 , ••. the elements of the poset KI (see 
Section 4). 
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THEOREM 14. Let rEP and Z E Fib(r). Then 
W(PY-); t) = L tID«iW1)I+l L tIS(f. a)l, 
a: Fz+[p(z») f: S(z)-->[r) 
where SU, a) ~f {j E S(z): a(bj ) = a(aj ) + 1 and t(j) > I}, a is the permutation 
a(al) ... a(a;Ja(b;Ja(a;l+l) ... a(a;2)a(b;2)a(a;2+1) ... a(a;,)a(b;,)a(a;t+l) ... a(aN) 
(where {iv ... , it }< ~f S(z)), and a runs over all linear extensions ot Fz. 
PROOF. Since, by (10), p~l) =J(Fz), the result follows from (4) and Theor~m 6.5.14 
of [17] in the case that r = 1. Therefore, we may assume that r:;;;'-; 2. Then, by Theorem 
13, we have that 
W(PY-); t) = L tID(A(x»I+l = L L t ID(A(X»I+1 
xeM(~'» xeM(Pp» f: S(z)-->[r) 
since the map tP defined by (19) and (20) is a bijection. Now, it is well known that, 
given a poset P, and a maximal chain i = (0 = io<Ji1 <l ... <Jim = P) of J(P) one can 
construct a linear extension ax: P~ [!PI], by letting 
( _\_ )def. ax x; X;-l = l, (21) 
for i = 1, ... , m, and that this correspondence is a bijection (see [17, Props. 3.5.1 and 
3.5.2], for details). Hence, in our case, we obtain that 
W(PY-); t) = L L tID(A(X»I+l 
xeM(/(Fz» f: S(z)-->[r) L L tID(A(X»I+l 
ai: Fz+[p(z») f: S(z)-->[r) 
where ax is defined by (21). 
def ~ ( ) Now let x=(0=XO<Jx1<J···<Jxm=z) be a maximal chain of P;, 
i~f (0 = io<lil <l ... <Jim = i) and a be the linear extension of Fz corresponding 
to the maximal chain i of J(Fz) = p~l). Then there exist (unique) distinct indices 
l~jvj2"" ,jt~m-l such that 
i· +l\i· = {b· } ls ls Is ' (22) 
for s = 1, ... , t (here and in what follows we will freely identify elements of p~l) with 
order ideals (hence subsets) of Fz). Therefore, by (21), 
(23) 
and, by (22) and Lemma 2, 
is = L1(Xj,' Xj,+l), (24) 
for s = 1, ... , t. We now claim that, for k = 1, ... , t, 
A(Xjk' Xh+l) < A(xh-V Xjk) (25) 
if and only if either one of the following two (mutually exclusive) conditions is satisfied: 
(A) a(b;k) is to the left of a(b;k) - 1 in a; 
(B) a(b;k) = a(a;k) + 1 and t(ik ) > 1 (i.e. ik E S(t, a». 
So fix k E [t] and assume that (25) holds. By (24) (with s = k), we see that 
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Also, by Proposition 7, (25) implies that at least one of the following (mutually 
exclusive) conditions hold. 
(i) ..1(xik' xit+.) < ..1(Xj._l, Xj'). Then ..1(Xj._l, xj.) > 0 and hence there is an index 
1 ~ h ~ t, h -=1= k, such that jk - 1 = jh' Therefore, by (23) (with s = k and s = h), we 
obtain that 
(26) 
Furthermore, letting s = hand s = k in (24) and using (i) we obtain that ih = 
..1(Xjh' Xjh+ 1) = ..1(Xj._l, Xj.) > ..1(Xjk' xj.+ 1) = ik • Therefore h > k and hence a(bi.) is to 
the left of a(bih ) in i'J which, by (26), implies (A). 
(ii) ..1(xik-lJ xik) = 0 and ..1(Xjk' xik+l) < [(Xjk+1)' Then, using (24) (with s = k) we 
obtain that ik + 1 = ..1(Xjk' Xjk+ 1) + 1 ~ l(xjk+ 1)' But this means that aik+l E xjk+lJ and 
hence that a(bik ) > a(ai.+l)' Therefore a(aik) ~ a(bi.) - 2. Since a is a linear extension 
this proves that either a(bi.) - 1 is to the right of a(bi.), or a(bi.) -1 = a(bi.) for some 
h < k. But in this latter case we would have that jk = a(bi.) - 1 = a(bi.) = jh + 1 and 
hence that L1(Xj._iJ Xj.) = ..1(Xjh' Xjh+ 1) = ih > 0, contrary to our hypothesis (ii). There-
fore (A) follows. 
(iii) ..1(xik-lJ Xj') = 0, ..1(Xjk' Xjk+l) = [(Xik+l), and the last letter of xi> is -=1= 1. Then 
ik = ..1(xik' Xjk+1) = l(Xi>+l) = [(Xj'). Since ..1(Xi>-l, xik) = 0 this implies that xi> \Xjk - 1 = 
{ai.} and therefore, by (21), that a(ai.) = h = a(bi.) -1, where we have used (23) with 
s = k. But, by (20) and our hypothesis (iii), !([(xj.» -=1= 1. Therefore !(ik ) > 1, and (B) 
follows. 
Conversely, suppose that (A) holds. We then have two cases to consider. 
(1) ..1(Xj._l, Xj') > O. Then, reasoning as in (i), we conclude that there is an index 
1 ~ h ~ t, h -=1= k, such that (26) holds. By (A) it then follows that a(bi.) is to the left of 
a(bi.) in i'J and therefore that ik < ih • Hence, by (24) and (26), 
which, by (i) of Proposition 7, implies (25). 
(2) ..1(Xjk-1, xi» = O. In this case we claim that L1(xik' Xj.+l) < [(Xi>+l)' In fact, if 
..1(Xj., Xjk+ 1) = [(Xj.+l), then, by (2) we obtain that 
and 
[(Xjk+1) = [(Xj.) = [(xj.-1) + 1. 
Hence, by (27), (28) and (21), we have that a(b/(Xik+
'
» = jk + 1, and 




But, comparing (22) (with s = k) with (27), and using (29), we have that [(xi» = 
[(Xj.+!) = ik. Hence, by (23) and (30), a(bi.) - 1 = jk = a(aik ). Therefore a(bi.) - 1 is to 
the left of a(bi.) in i'J, which contradicts (A). This proves our claim and (25) then 
follows from part (ii) of Proposition 7. 
Finally, suppose that (B) holds. Then, by (23), a(ah ) = jk' Therefore, by (21), 
Xj,\ij,_l = {ai.}' and [(Xj') = ik. Hence L1(Xjk- lJ Xj.) = 0, !([(Xj'» -=1= 1, and 
l(Xj.+l) = l(xj.) = ik = ..1(Xj., Xj.+l), 
and (25) follows from (20) and part (iii) of Proposition 7. 
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This establishes the equivalence of (25) with either (A) or (B). Since (A) and (B) are 
mutually exclusive we conclude that 
I{k E [t]: )..(Xjk' xik+1) < )..(Xjk-l> Xj.)} I 
= IV E {a(bi,), ... , a(bi,)}:j is to the left ofj -1 in a}1 + IS(f, a)l. (31) 
Now, if i E [m -1)\V1' ... ,jt}, then, by (22), Xi+1\ii = {aj} for some j E [N1t, and 
hence .1(Xi' Xi+1) = 0, which, by Proposition 7, implies that )..(Xi' Xi +1) > )..(Xi-l> Xi) . 
Therefore 
ID()"(xo, ... ,xm»1 = I{k E [t): )..(Xj., Xjo+l) < )..(Xjk_I ' Xj.)} I.· (32) 
Furthermore, since a is a linear extension, j - 1 is to the left of ] 10 a if 
j E {2, ... , m} \{ a(bi.), ••• , a(bi,)}. But it is easy to see that, for j E {2, . . . , m}, j - 1 
is the descent of (17)-1 if and only if j is to the left of j -1 in a. Hence 
ID«a)-l)1 = IV E {a(bi.), .. . , a(bi,)}:j is to the left ofj -1 in a}l. (33) 
Comparing (31), (32) and (33) now establishes the theorem. 0 
As the next result shows, it is possible to further simplify the expression given in 
Theorem 14 for w(p~r); t). 
COROLLARY 2. Let rEP and Z E Fib(r). Then 
W(pr); t) = L t ID«a)-I)I+1r IS(z)I-IA(a)I«r - l)t + l)lA(a)l, (34) 
a : F;-+[p(z») 
where A(a) ~f {j E S(z): a(bj ) = a(aj ) + I}, a has the same meaning as in Theorem 14, 
and a runs over all linear extensions of Fi . 
PROOF. Fix a linear extension a of Fi . Then, for a function f: S(z)~ [r) and 
i E [lA(a)l) we have that IS(f; a)1 = i if and only if f is greater than 1 on exactly i 
elements of A( a). Therefore there are (lA~a)I)(r - l)ir IS(z)\A(a)1 such functions. Hence 
L tIS(/; a)1 = 'Af)' (IA\ a)I)(r _ l)irls(z)\A(a)lti 
I: S(z)-+[r) ;=0 I 
= rIS(z)I-IA(a)l«r _ l)t + l)lA(a)1 
and (34) follows from Theorem 14. o 
Note that Corollary 2 shows that W(pr); t) E Q[r; t) (a fact which would also follow 
directly from (4) and (5), by induction on p(z» and that (34) holds as a polynomial 
identity in both rand t. In particular, we could have used this fact to deduce Theorem 
14 and Corollary 2, for r = 1, without using the result mentioned at the beginning of 
the proof of Theorem 14. 
We can make the statement of Theorem 14 and Corollary 2 still more explicit with 
just one additional definition. Let lr E SM (where SM denotes the symmetric group on M 
elements), and write lr in disjoint cycle form. We then say that lr is written in 
increasing form if: 
(i) each cycle has its smallest element first; 
(ii) the cycles are in increasing order of their first elements. 
We then denote by it the word (actually a permutation) obtained from the increasing 
form of lr by erasing all the parentheses. (Note that we may have it = a even if lr * a.) 
Now let lr E SM be an involution with t 2-cycles. We then let S(lr) ~f {j1' ... ,jt}, 
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where jk denotes the position of the kth 2-cycle of :rr when :rr is written in increasing 
form, for k = 1, .. . ,t. So, for example, if :rr = (1)(25)(4)(87)(36) then ic = 12536478 
and S(:rr) = ~2, 3, 5}. Given an involution :rr E SM and a function f: S(:rr)~ [r] we then 
let S(f, :rr) ~ {j E S(:rr): :rr(j) = j + 1 and f(j) > I}. We can now restate Theorem 14 in 
the following form. 
THEOREM 15. Let rEP, Z E Fib(r), and M~f p(z). Then 
W(PY-); t) = 2: tID«ii)-I)I+l 2: tIS(f . .7f)I. 
(.7feSM: .7f2~1. S(.7f)~S(z)} f : S(.7f)-+[r) 
PROOF. For each linear extension a: Fi~ [M] , the permutation :rra that exchanges 
a(ai.) with a(bi.) for k = 1, .. . , t (where t~f IS(z)l) and leaves fixed all the other 
elements of [M] is an involution of SM with S(:rra) = S(z) and it is easy to see that this 
correspondence a~:rra is a bijection. The result then follows from Theorem 14. 0 
We illustrate Theorem 15 with an example. Suppose that r = 2 and z = 201. Then 
M = 4 and S(z) = {2}. Therefore 
{:rr E S4: :rr2 = 1; S(:rr) = {2}} = {(1)(23)(4), (1)(24)(3)}. 
So for :rr = (1)(23)(4) we have that ic = (ic)-l = 1234, S(f,:rr) = 0 if f(2) = 1, and 
S(f, :rr) = {2} if f(2) = 2. On the other hand, for :rr = (1)(24)(3) we have that 
ic = (ic)-l = 1243 and S(f,:rr) = 0 for any f: {2}~ [2]. Since D(1234) = 0 and 
D(1243) = {3} we conclude that W(p~~A; t) = t + 3t2. 
Reasoning in the same way as in the proof of Corollary 2 we immediately deduce the 
following result from Theorem 15. 
COROLLARY 3. Let rEP, z E Fib(r), and M~f p(z). Then 
W(PY-); t) = 2: t ID«ii)-I)I+lrC2(.7f)-a(.7f)«r - l)t + l)a(.7f) 
(.7fESM: .7f2~1 . S(.7f)~S(z)} 
where a(:rr) (respectively, C2(:rr» is the number of adjacent transpositions (respectively, 
transpositions) appearing in the disjoint cycle decomposition of :rr. 
We conclude this section with an application of Theorem 15 and Corollary 3. In [20] 
Stanley defines, for each ME P, some polynomials WM(r, t) associated to Fib(r) (see 
the paragraph preceding Proposition 3.2 in [20]). Among the various properties 
derived in [20] for the WM(r, t)'s is a combinatorial interpretation of the coefficients of 
WM (I, t), and Stanley asks whether a similar combinatorial interpretation can be given 
for r ~ 2. Now, there is a very simple relationship between the WM(r, t)'s and the 
polynomials W(py->; t) studied in this section. Indeed, it follows immediately from our 
definitions and those in [20] that 
WM(r, t) = L W(PY-); t). (35) 
(zeFib(r): p(z)~M} 
Therefore, from Theorem 15 we obtain the following combinatorial interpretation of 
the polynomials WM(r, t), which generalizes Stanley'S combinatorial interpretation (see 
Proposition 3.2 in [20]). 
THEOREM 16. Let r, ME P and let WM(r, t) be the polynomials defined in (35). Then 
WM(r, t) = L tID«ii)- I)I+l L tIS(f . .7f)I, (36) 
(.7feSM: .7f2~1} g : [c (.7f)J-+[r) 
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where c(.n') is the number of cycles of lr, f ~f gls(Jt"), and S(f, lr) has the same meaning 
as in Theorem 15. 
PROOF. Fix an involution lrESM and let g: [c(lr)]~[r]. Let f~fgls(Jt") and 
z ~f Zl ••• zc(Jt") E Fib(r) be defined by 
z.~{O, ifiES(lr), 
, g(i), otherwise. 
Thenf: S(lr)~ [r], p(z) = c(lr) + IS(lr)1 = M, and S(z) = S(lr). It is clear that this is a 
bijection between {g: [c(lr)]~ [r]} and {f: S(lr)~ [r]} x {z E Fib(r): p(z) = M, 
S(z) = S(lr)} and so the result follows from (35) and Theorem 15. D 
Reasoning as in the proof of Corollary 2 we deduce the following equivalent 
formulation of Theorem 16, which is also the last result of this section. 
COROLLARY 4. Let r, ME P and let WM(r, t) be the polynomials defined in (35). 
Then 
WM(r, t) = L t ID«ii)-l)l+1rc(Jt")-a(Jt")«r - l)t + l)a(Jt"), 
{Jt"eSM: Jt"2=1} 
where c(lr) (respectively, a(lr)) has the same meaning as in Theorem 16 (respectively, 
Corollary 3). 
Before closing this section we should mention that it is possible to prove Theorem 14 
(and hence all its consequences) combinatorially for r = 1 by carrying out (with some 
minor modifications) the construction made in this section. However, this would have 
lengthened the statements and proofs of many of the results of this section and we felt 
that it was unnecessary. The reader should also note that, by Theorem 11 and its 
consequences, Theorems 14-16 and Corollaries 2-4 remain valid if we substitute 'P?")' 
with 'Q?")' and 'Fib(r)' with 'Z(r)' throughout their statements. However, the 
combinatorial construction carried out in this section does not seem to generalize easily 
to Z(r). 
6. CONJECfURES AND OPEN PROBLEMS 
There are several lines of possible further investigation that are suggested by the 
present work. In particular, we may ask whether the results of Section 3 generalize to 
other intervals [x, y] of Fib(r) when x*- O. We may also ask if similar results can be 
obtained for other general classes of posets, in particular differential posets. 
Finally, Stanley asks in [20] whether the polynomials WM(r, t) defined by (35) have 
any special properties. In this respect, we feel that the following statement is true. 
CONJECfURE 3. Fix r, ME P: then the polynomial WM(r, t) defined by (35) has only 
real zeros. In particular, WM(r, t) is log-concave and unimodal. 
This conjecture has been verified for r = 1 and M :os;; 20 and for r = 2 and M:os;; 21, but 
is open even for the unimodality statement and for r = 1. It is possible that the results 
obtained in this paper (in particular, Theorem 8) together with equation (35) may be 
useful in solving the above conjecture. While we are unable to prove Conjecture 3, we 
can prove that the polynomials WM(r, t) do have some special property. In fact, we 
have the following result. For n EN, we denote by Hn(x) the nth Hermite polynomial 
(see, e.g., [6, p. 50]), for the definition of the Hermite polynomials). 
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PROPOSITION 8. Let M E P and WM(r, t) be the polynomial defined by (35). Then 
WM( -2x2 , 1) = (-x)MHM(X). (37) 
In particular, WM(x, 1) has only real zeros. 
PROOF. Note first that it follows from Corollary 4 (or from equation (16) of [20]) 
that, for N E P, 
WN(r, 1) = 2: rc(:n:). (38) 
{:n:ESN: :n:2=l} 





) 2: WN(x, 1) N' = exp xt +x- , 
N .. O • 2 
and (37) follows from the usual definition of the Hermite polynomials [6, p. 50]. The 
second statement follows from (37) and the well known fact that orthogonal 
polynomials have only real zeros (see, e.g., [21]). 0 
The fact that the polynomial on the right-hand side of (38) has only real zeros is 
similar to some of the results in [4] and [5] where some polynomials, obtained by 
enumerating certain sets of permutations with respect to the number of excedances, are 
studied. We have no idea, however, of whether this can be generalized to other sets of 
permutations. 
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